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Patna,

1T

?, *,1,?3

dated- 2-g
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2cl ci

To,

The Chief Engineer (Commerciall
South Bihar Power Distribution Co. Ltd.
Vidyut Bhawan, J.L. Nehru Marg,
Patna 800 021.

Sub: Submission for response on Comments/Suggetion/Objections
received during Hearingat Gaya & Patna Hq.
Ref.:- BERC- Case No.-47l2OLa
Sir,

I am directed to forward copy of the following

Comments/

Suggestions/Objections which we have received on 24.O1.2019 during Public
Hearing at Gaya in Case no.47l2OI8.

1.

Bihar South Bihar Industries Association, Gurudwara Road, Gaya.

2.

Central Bihar Chamber of Commerce, Gava.

3.

Vidyut Upobhokta Sangharsh Samiti, Gaya.

One Comments/Suggestions has received from Shri Pramod Kumar
Sharma, Bidupur Bazar, Vaishali on 25.0I.2019 at Hqr. Patna.
It is, therefore, requested to submit your response by O5.O2.2O19
positively

Encl'-As

above'
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E-mail ;bercpat@berc.co.in

Yours faithfully,
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Dated.

Before

1.2019.

,

Hon'ble Chairm?n,
Bihar Electricity Regulatory Commission, Camp Gaya.
SUb.

:

OBJECTIONS AGAINST ELECTRICITY TARIFF PETITION FoR 2018.19.

Dear Sir,

We are submitting herewith our objections against the proposal of South lndia power
Corporation Ltd.
Kindly consider our written statement and do the needfu!:

1.

T & D losses going to be calculated on 150/o which is 7o/o lower than T&D'losses
allowed for 2018-19, we therefore demand that tariff should be reduced and benefit

As

should be passed over to consumers.

Z.

3:r,,r-;!

to commercial consumers should be on KwH. Presently it is calculated on l(/H.

we wish to add here that internationaily bifiing is done on KwH.

3.

Presently base power factor is 0.9.

It should be reduced to 0.8. It

is very diificult

to at

least SSI units to achieve 0.9 pF.

4.
5.

Billing demand charge should be proportion of actual supply of power.
Manufacturing and seruice sector industries are paying GST and also contributing
to the
society by CSR. We therefore demand that industries should not be given burden
of
cross subsidy components.

Regards,
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Replies to the Public Objections / Suggestions / Recommendations
Ref: BERC-Case No. 47/2018 and letter no. 147 dated 28.01.2019.

Sl. No.
1
2
3
4

Objector Name
Mr. Pramod Kumar Sharma
South Bihar Industries Association
Central Bihar Chamber of Commerce
Vidyut Upbhokta Sangharsh Samiti, Gaya

1. Mr. Pramod Kumar Sharma (Date: 25.01.2019)

Reply to Point 1: (T&D Loss)
The Petitioner would like to submit that NBPDCL and SBPDCL were formed in the FY
2012-13 after the unbundling of Bihar State Electricity Board (BSEB). Discoms are
continuously striving to reduce the Distribution losses since the unbundling of BSEB.
The level of Distribution losses in a state also depends on the consumer mix. It is well
known that losses at HT level are lower than that of LT level due to higher transformation
and line loss. Thus, the Distribution loss of a utility having more HT consumers will be
lower as compared to the utility having more of LT consumers.
Apart from low HT: LT ratio, various schemes have been introduced by the Government
like Har Ghar Bijli to electrify rural households which requires increase in the
Distribution network in rural areas. Agriculture connection metering drive has also been
initiated to reduce loss in rural areas.
For reducing distribution Losses, the Petitioner is taking continuous measures. Recently,
Discoms have signed MoU under UDAY which aims at reducing the Distribution Losses
of the Distribution utilities by undertaking Feeder separation scheme, reducing ACSARR gap, achieving metering targets etc. The constant efforts put in by the Discoms have
resulted in continuous decrease in the loss levels over the past years.

Reply to Point 2, 3,4 : (Power Purchase Cost, ARR and tariff Hike)
The Discom would like to submit that Power purchase is a part of its annual expenditure.
It is pertinent to note that apart from power purchase, the Discom has also to bear the cost
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of transferring the power from the generator bus bar to the consumer premises. This
transfer of power also requires a proper network to be in place for quality delivery. The
expenditure other than power purchase cost includes Transmission Cost, O&M expense,
Interest on loan, Depreciation, Return on Equity, Interest on working capital for meeting
day today expense, Interest on Security Deposit etc. All the above cost forms a part of
tariff charged from the consumer. Under the MYT Regulations every year the Discom
files Tariff Petition before the Hon’ble Commission for prudence check and approval.
The Commission after due verification and going through the matters put on record
approves the expenses and income in its Tariff Order.
In the tariff filing for FY 2018-19, the Bihar Discoms had filed their petitions based on
recovery of 100% costs from tariffs and Regulatory Surcharge. The Hon'ble Commission
had subsequently in its order dated 21.03.2018 published the tariffs applicable for FY
2018-19. Following this the Government of Bihar, decided to provide revenue subsidy for
giving relief to consumers in their electricity tariffs, and notified the subsidy applicable
for FY 2018-19, with the balance tariff payable by consumers of the State.
Similarly for this year as well, i.e. for FY 2019-20 the tariff has been filed assuming 'Zero
subsidy'. The tariff payable by the consumer (excluding GoB subsidy) for FY 2018-19
has been considered for calculating the revenues from sale of power based on existing
tariffs for FY 2019-20. Revenue at proposed tariff has been calculated to recover almost
100% of ARR for FY 2019-20.

Reply to Point 5: (Supply of Power to DF)
The Petitioner had appointed DF as per SBD of Ministry of Power, GOI. The DF
engaged by the Discom was a input based franchisee. As per Distribution Franchisee
Agreement, the Discom was to provide power at input point at a rate discovered through
transparent competitive bidding process to DF . The objective of appointing DF was to
improve Operational efficiency. However on account of non- compliance of various
provisions of Distribution Franchises Agreement by DF , DISCOM has already
terminated the Distribution Franchises Agreement.
Reply to Point 6: (Proposed modification in Tariff Schedule)
The Petitioner submits that it has proposed tariff rates and applicability for various
categories of consumers after much deliberation and after performing a detailed study on
the load profile, consumer mix, sales mix for the State of Bihar along with applicable
Regulations, socio-economic condition and principle of natural justice. In view of the
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same, the Hon’ble Commission is requested to consider the rate schedule as proposed in
the Tariff Petition for FY 2019-20.
Reply to Point 7: (Interest on Consumer Security Deposit)
The BSEB came into existence with effect from 01.04.1958 and also before that they
were private company supplying power to consumers. Software billing developed in the
year 2016, hence, presently DISOCMs does not have security for details of all its
consumer, hampering its endeavor to give interest on security to all on year to year basis.
Further, to avoid discriminatory treatment it would not be proper to give interest to some
consumers and balance are left, as this may lead to discontent among the consumers.
However, at the time of final disconnection necessary adjustment along with interest is
being provided to the consumer. The Hon’ble Commission has already noticed that
interest on consumer security deposit amounting to Rs. 10.17 Crore has already been
passed on to the HT consumers.

2. South Bihar Industries Association (Date: 24.01.2019)

Reply to Point 1: (Passing on Benefits of T&D Loss)
The Petitioner would like to submit that NBPDCL and SBPDCL were formed in the FY
2012-13 after the unbundling of Bihar State Electricity Board (BSEB). Discoms are
continuously striving to reduce the Distribution losses since the unbundling of BSEB.
The level of Distribution losses in a state also depends on the consumer mix. It is well
known that losses at HT level are lower than that of LT level. Thus, the Distribution loss
of a utility having more HT consumers will be lower as compared to the utility having
more of LT consumers.
Apart from low HT: LT ratio, various schemes have been introduced by the Government
like Har Ghar Bijli to electrify rural households which requires increase in the
Distribution network in rural areas. Agriculture connection metering try has also been
initiated to reduce loss in rural areas.
It is pertinent to note that apart from power purchase, the Discom has also to bear the cost
of transferring the power from the generator bus bar to the consumer premises. This
transfer of power also requires a proper network to be in place for quality delivery. The
expenditure other than power purchase cost includes Transmission Cost, O&M expense,
Interest on loan, Depreciation, Return on Equity, Interest on working capital for meeting
day today expense, Interest on Security Deposit etc. All the above cost forms a part of
tariff charged from the consumer. Under the MYT Regulations every year the Discom
files Tariff Petition before the Hon’ble Commission for prudence check and approval.
The Commission after due verification and going through the matters put on record
approves the expenses and income in its Tariff Order. Therefore, the expenses other than
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T&D loss are also genuine in nature and should be allowed to be recovered from the
consumers.
Reply to Point 2: (kWh Billing to Commercial Consumers)
kVAh based billing was adopted in view of system improvement. It incentivizes those
consumers who operate at optimum power factor, while penalizes those who operate at
low power factor.
Reply to Point 3: (Reducing Base Power Factor to 0.8 from 0.9)
It is never advisable to reduce the base power factor to 0.8. It shall hamper the system
health and operation and is also not convergent to the Indian Grid Code and Bihar
Electricity Supply Code. For safety of system network higher power factor will support in
carrying full load without damage to the system.
Reply to Point 4: (Billing Demand in proportion of Actual Supply of Power)
Fixed Charge is generally payable by the consumers based on the contracted capacity.
The fixed costs majorly include the following components: 1) Fixed tariff component of
PPAs payable to generators (irrespective of actual drawl), 2) Network establishment costs
(cost for developing the new infrastructure for enhancing access including the cost to
finance and depreciation), 3) Network R&M, 4) Operations and Maintenance activities,
and 5) RoE. Fixed charge is payable by the Discoms irrespective of the amount of energy
consumption and is also recovered from the consumers in similar manner.
Reply to Point 5: (Exemption of Cross Subsidy for the Industrial Consumers)
The Petitioner has proposed Retail Supply Tariff in line with the Electricity Act, 2003,
Tariff Policy and BERC MYT Tariff Regulations. The Hon’ble Commission is requested
to consider the tariff proposal as submitted with the Tariff Petition.

3. Central Bihar Chamber of Commerce (Date: 24.01.2019)

Reply to Point 1: (Passing on Benefits of T&D Loss)
The Petitioner would like to submit that NBPDCL and SBPDCL were formed in the FY
2012-13 after the unbundling of Bihar State Electricity Board (BSEB). Discoms are
continuously striving to reduce the Distribution losses since the unbundling of BSEB.
The level of Distribution losses in a state also depends on the consumer mix. It is well
known that losses at HT level are lower than that of LT level. Thus, the Distribution loss
of a utility having more HT consumers will be lower as compared to the utility having
more of LT consumers.
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Apart from low HT: LT ratio, various schemes have been introduced by the Government
like Har Ghar Bijli to electrify rural households which requires increase in the
Distribution network in rural areas.
It is pertinent to note that apart from power purchase, the Discom has also to bear the cost
of transferring the power from the generator bus bar to the consumer premises. This
transfer of power also requires a proper network to be in place for quality delivery. The
expenditure other than power purchase cost includes Transmission Cost, O&M expense,
Interest on loan, Depreciation, Return on Equity, Interest on working capital for meeting
day today expense, Interest on Security Deposit etc. All the above cost forms a part of
tariff charged from the consumer. Under the MYT Regulations every year the Discom
files Tariff Petition before the Hon’ble Commission for prudence check and approval.
The Commission after due verification and going through the matters put on record
approves the expenses and income in its Tariff Order. Therefore, the expenses other than
T&D loss are also genuine in nature and should be allowed to be recovered from the
consumers.
Reply to Point 2: (kWh Billing to Consumers and Incentive/ Penalty for Power Factor)
kVAh based billing was adopted in view of system improvement. It incentivizes those
consumers who operate at optimum power factor, while penalizes those who operate at
low power factor. The kVAh billing system has inbuilt mechanism for recognizing high /
low power factor.
Reply to Point 3: (Proposed modification in Tariff Schedule)
The Petitioner submits that it has proposed tariff rates and applicability for various
categories of consumers after much deliberation and after performing a detailed study on
the load profile, consumer mix, sales mix for the State of Bihar along with applicable
Regulations, socio-economic condition and principle of natural justice. In view of the
same, the Hon’ble Commission is requested to consider the rate schedule as proposed in
the Tariff Petition for FY 2019-20.
Reply to Point 4: (Billing Demand in proportion of Actual Supply of Power)
Fixed Charge is generally payable by the consumers based on the contracted capacity.
The fixed costs majorly include the following components: 1) Fixed tariff component of
PPAs payable to generators (irrespective of actual drawl), 2) Network establishment costs
(cost for developing the new infrastructure for enhancing access including the cost to
finance and depreciation), 3) Network R&M, 4) Operations and Maintenance activities,
and 5) RoE. Fixed charge is payable by the Discoms irrespective of the amount of energy
consumption and is also recovered from the consumers in similar fashion.
Reply to Point 5: (Exemption of Cross Subsidy for the Industrial Consumers)
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The Petitioner has proposed Retail Supply Tariff in line with the Electricity Act, 2003,
Tariff Policy and BERC MYT Tariff Regulations. The Hon’ble Commission is requested
to consider the tariff proposal as submitted with the Tariff Petition.

4. Vidyut Upbhokta Sangharsh Samiti, Gaya (Date: 24.01.2019)

Reply to Point 1: (Difference in approved and Claimed Revenue)
The Petitioner would like to submit that it has filed Tariff Petition as per BERC MYT
Distribution Tariff Regulations, 2018. The Petitioner has claimed the revenue from sale
of power as per its Annual Accounts for FY 2017-18 which is duly certified by the
Auditor. Also, the revenue from sale of power for FY 2018-19 has been projected as per
the Regulations. The difference between the approved and actual revenue may vary due
to sales, contracted demand etc.
Reply to Point 2: (Passing on Benefits of T&D Loss and Reduction of A&G Cost)
The Petitioner would like to submit that NBPDCL and SBPDCL were formed in the FY
2012-13 after the unbundling of Bihar State Electricity Board (BSEB). Discoms are
continuously striving to reduce the Distribution losses since the unbundling of BSEB.
The level of Distribution losses in a state also depends on the consumer mix. It is well
known that losses at HT level are lower than that of LT level due to higher transformation
and line loss. Thus, the Distribution loss of a utility having more HT consumers will be
lower as compared to the utility having more of LT consumers.
Apart from low HT: LT ratio, various schemes have been introduced by the Government
like Har Ghar Bijli to electrify rural households which requires increase in the
Distribution network in rural areas.
It is pertinent to note that apart from power purchase, the Discom has also to bear the cost
of transferring the power from the generator bus bar to the consumer premises. This
transfer of power also requires a proper network to be in place for quality delivery. The
expenditure other than power purchase cost includes Transmission Cost, O&M expense
(Employee Cost, R&M Cost, A&G Cost), Interest on loan, Depreciation, Return on
Equity, Interest on working capital for meeting day today expense, Interest on Security
Deposit etc. All the above cost forms a part of tariff charged from the consumer. Under
the MYT Regulations every year the Discom files Tariff Petition before the Hon’ble
Commission for prudence check and approval. The Commission after due verification
and going through the matters put on record approves the expenses and income in its
Tariff Order. Therefore, the expenses other than T&D loss are also genuine in nature and
should be allowed to be recovered from the consumers.
Reply to Point 4, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10 and 11: (Proposed modification in Tariff Schedule)
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The Petitioner submits that it has proposed tariff rates and applicability for various
categories of consumers after much deliberation and after performing a detailed study on
the load profile, consumer mix, sales mix for the State of Bihar along with applicable
Regulations, socio-economic condition and principle of natural justice. In view of the
same, the Hon’ble Commission is requested to consider the rate schedule as proposed in
the Tariff Petition for FY 2019-20.
For FY 2018-19, the Bihar Discoms had filed their petitions based on recovery of costs
from tariffs. The Hon'ble Commission had subsequently in its order dated 21.03.2018
published the tariffs applicable for FY 2018-19. Following this the Government of Bihar,
decided to provide revenue subsidy for giving relief to consumers in their electricity
tariffs, and notified the subsidy applicable for FY 2018-19, with the balance tariff
payable by consumers of the State.
Similarly, for this year as well, for FY 2019-20 the tariff has been filed assuming 'Zero
subsidy'. The tariff payable by the consumer (excluding GoB subsidy) for FY 2018-19
has been considered for calculating the revenues from sale of power based on existing
tariffs for FY 2019-20.
Reply to Point 5: (Conversion of kVAh to kWh)
The Petitioner would like to submit that the categories for which kVAh billing is
proposed are supposed to have meters compatible for it. Understanding that the kVAh
based tariff has an inbuilt mechanism for incentivizing the consumers who maintain
better power factor.
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Replies to the Public Objections / Suggestions / Recommendation
Ref: BERC-Case No. 47/2018 and letter no. 178 dated 04.02.2019

Sl. No.
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

Objector Name
Shri Ashok Kumar Jiwarjika, Bhagalpur Jila Nagarik Sangh
Shri Sandeep Jha, Advocate, Bhagalpur
Eastern Bihar Chamber of Commerce & Industries, Bhagalpur
Smt. Baby Devi, Mukhiya, Sabour, Bhagalpur
Bunkar Sangharsh Samiti, Bhagalpur
Gharelu Upbhokta Sangharsha Samiti, Bhagalpur
Sarvodaya Samajik Sanstha, Bhagalpur
Shri Pradeep Kumar & Ors., Bhagalpur

1. Shri Ashok Kumar Jiwarjika (Dtd. 01.02.2019)

Reply to Point 1: (Details of Power Purchase Cost for FY 2019-20)
The details related to power purchase cost, proposed Tariff, Fixed Charges, etc. for FY
2019-20 has been already provided in the Tariff Petition. The Petitions are uploaded in
the Discom’s website as well as the Hon’ble Commission’s website, same may be
referred in this regard.
Reply to Point 2, 3, 4, 5, 6 : (Power Purchase Cost, ARR and tariff Hike)
The Discom would like to submit that Power purchase is a part of its annual expenditure.
It is pertinent to note that apart from power purchase, the Discom has also to bear the cost
of transferring the power from the generator bus bar to the consumer premises. This
transfer of power also requires a proper network to be in place for quality delivery. The
expenditure other than power purchase cost includes Transmission Cost, O&M expense,
Interest on loan, Depreciation, Return on Equity, Interest on working capital for meeting
day today expense, Interest on Security Deposit etc. All the above cost forms a part of
tariff charged from the consumer. Under the MYT Regulations every year the Discom
files Tariff Petition before the Hon’ble Commission for prudence check and approval.
The Commission after due verification and going through the matters/facts placed on
record approves the expenses and income in its Tariff Order.
In the tariff filing for FY 2018-19, the Bihar Discoms had filed their petitions based on
recovery of 100% costs from tariffs and Regulatory Surcharge. The Hon'ble Commission
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had subsequently in its order dated 21.03.2018 determined the tariffs applicable for FY
2018-19. Following this the Government of Bihar, decided to provide revenue subsidy for
giving relief to consumers in their electricity tariffs, and notified the subsidy applicable
for FY 2018-19, with the balance tariff payable by consumers of the State.
Similarly for this year as well, i.e. for FY 2019-20 the tariff has been filed assuming 'Zero
subsidy'. The tariff payable by the consumer (excluding GoB subsidy) for FY 2018-19
has been considered for calculating the revenues from sale of power based on existing
tariffs for FY 2019-20. Revenue at proposed tariff has been calculated to recover almost
100% of Annual Expenses for FY 2019-20.
Reply to Point 7 to 18: (Proposed modification in Tariff Schedule)
The Petitioner submits that it has proposed tariff rates and applicability for various
categories of consumers after much deliberation and after performing a detailed study on
the load profile, consumer mix, sales mix for the State of Bihar along with applicable
Regulations, socio-economic condition and principle of natural justice. In view of the
same, the Hon’ble Commission is requested to consider the rate schedule as proposed in
the Tariff Petition for FY 2019-20.

2. Shri Sandeep Jha, Advocate, Bhagalpur (Dtd. 01.02.2019)

The Discoms have noted the suggestions provided by Shri Sandeep Jha, Advocate,
Bhagalpur. The Petitioner is in continuous endeavor for improving the metering, billing
and collection activities and has also succeeded in reducing the AT&C loss over the
previous years. The Petitioner also agrees to take necessary action as per the suggestion
of the objector wherever viable.

3. Eastern Bihar Chamber of Commerce & Industries (Dtd. 01.02.2019)

Reply to Point 1: (Power Purchase from Energy Exchange)
The Discoms have already signed long term PPA’s with certain power generators to meet
part of its power demand. However, with an overall objective of minimizing the power
purchase cost the DISCOMs explore procurement through Long term/Medium term/Short
term from Power exchange, etc. It is to be noted that the price in the open market is not
fixed and is very volatile and the price at Power exchanges has many times gone as high
as Rs. 18/kwh. In view of the same and in accordance with procedure laid down by the
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Hon'ble Commission in BERC(Power Purchase and Procurement Process of Licensee)
Regulations the Discom is in continuous endeavor to purchase power optimally thereby
maintaining a sustainable balance between the long term PPAs and open market.
Reply to Point 2: (Subsidy to Discoms)
The Discoms are using the subsidy from GoB for meeting the cost towards disallowed
power purchase cost. It has resulted in reduction of cost of power purchase.
Reply to Point 3: (T&D Loss)
The Petitioner would like to submit that NBPDCL and SBPDCL were formed in the FY
2012-13 after the unbundling of Bihar State Electricity Board (BSEB). Discoms are
continuously striving to reduce the Distribution losses since the unbundling of BSEB.
The level of Distribution losses in a state also depends on the consumer mix. It is well
known that losses at HT level are lower than that of LT level due to higher transformation
and line loss. Thus, the Distribution loss of a utility having more HT consumers will be
lower as compared to the utility having more of LT consumers.
Apart from low HT: LT ratio, various schemes have been introduced by the Government
like Har Ghar Bijli to electrify rural households which requires increase in the
Distribution network in rural areas. Agriculture connection metering drive has also been
initiated to reduce loss in rural areas.
For reducing distribution Losses, the Petitioner is taking continuous measures. Recently,
Discoms have signed MoU under UDAY which aims at reducing the Distribution Losses
of the Distribution utilities by undertaking Feeder separation scheme, reducing ACSARR gap, achieving metering targets etc. The constant efforts put in by the Discoms have
resulted in continuous decrease in the loss levels over the past years.

4. Smt. Baby Devi, Mukhiya, Sabour, Bhagalpur (Dtd. 01.02.2019)
Proposed modification in Tariff Schedule
The Petitioner submits that it has proposed tariff rates and applicability for various
categories of consumers after much deliberation and after performing a detailed study on
the load profile, consumer mix, sales mix for the State of Bihar along with applicable
Regulations, socio-economic condition and principle of natural justice. In view of the
same, the Hon’ble Commission is requested to consider the Tariff schedule as proposed
in the Tariff Petition for FY 2019-20.
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5. Bunkar Sangharsh Samiti, Bhagalpur (Dtd. 01.02.2019)
Subsidy to Weavers
The quantum of subsidy to any category of consumers is decided by the State Govt. The
Discoms have filed their Petitions at “Zero Subsidy”. In the event of subsidy declaration
by the State Govt. the Discoms shall make appropriate provision for the consumers.

6. Gharelu Upbhokta Sangharsh Samiti, Bhagalpur (Dtd. 01.02.2019)
Subsidy to Domestic Category
The quantum of subsidy to any category of consumers is decided by the State Govt. The
Discoms have filed their Petitions at “Zero Subsidy”. In the event of subsidy declaration
by the State Govt. the Discoms shall make appropriate provision for the consumers.
Suggestion for improving Operational efficiencies
The Discom has taken note of the measures suggested by the objector for improving the
operational efficiencies.

7. Sarvoday Samajik Sanstha, Bhagalpur (Dtd. 01.02.2019)
Reply to Point 1 : (Tariff Hike)
The Discom would like to submit that Power purchase is a part of its annual expenditure.
It is pertinent to note that apart from power purchase, the Discom has also to bear the cost
of transferring the power from the generator bus bar to the consumer premises. This
transfer of power also requires a proper network to be in place for quality delivery. The
expenditure other than power purchase cost includes Transmission Cost, O&M expense,
Interest on loan, Depreciation, Return on Equity, Interest on working capital for meeting
day today expense, Interest on Security Deposit etc. All the above cost forms a part of
tariff charged from the consumer. Under the MYT Regulations every year the Discom
files Tariff Petition before the Hon’ble Commission for prudence check and approval.
The Commission after due verification and going through the matters put on record
approves the expenses and income in its Tariff Order.
In the tariff filing for FY 2018-19, the Bihar Discoms had filed their petitions based on
recovery of 100% costs from tariffs and Regulatory Surcharge. The Hon'ble Commission
had subsequently in its order dated 21.03.2018 published the tariffs applicable for FY
2018-19. Following this the Government of Bihar, decided to provide revenue subsidy for
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giving relief to consumers in their electricity tariffs, and notified the subsidy applicable
for FY 2018-19, with the balance tariff payable by consumers of the State.
Similarly for this year as well, i.e. for FY 2019-20 the tariff has been filed assuming 'Zero
subsidy'. The tariff payable by the consumer (excluding GoB subsidy) for FY 2018-19
has been considered for calculating the revenues from sale of power based on existing
tariffs for FY 2019-20. Revenue at proposed tariff has been calculated to recover almost
100% of Annual Expenses for FY 2019-20.
Reply to Point 2: (Suggestions)
The Discoms have noted the suggestions provided by the objector. The Petitioner is in
continuous endeavor for improving the metering, billing and collection activities and has
also been successful in reducing the AT&C loss over the previous years. The Petitioner
also agrees to take necessary action as per the suggestion of the objector wherever viable.
8. Shri Pradeep Kumar & Ors. (Dtd. 01.02.2019)
Reply to Point 1, 3, 5, 6: (Proposed modification in Tariff Schedule)
The Petitioner submits that it has proposed tariff rates and applicability for various
categories of consumers after much deliberation and after performing a detailed study on
the load profile, consumer mix, sales mix for the State of Bihar along with applicable
Regulations, socio-economic condition and principle of natural justice. In view of the
same, the Hon’ble Commission is requested to consider the rate schedule as proposed in
the Tariff Petition for FY 2019-20.
Reply to Point 2, 3, 7, 8: (Suggestions)
The Discoms have noted the suggestions provided by the objector. The Petitioner is in
continuous endeavor for improving the metering, billing and collection activities and has
also been successful in reducing the AT&C loss over the previous years. The Petitioner
also agrees to take necessary action as per the suggestion of the objector wherever viable.

Reply to Point 4: (Power Purchase Cost, ARR and tariff Hike)
The Discom would like to submit that Power purchase is a part of its annual expenditure.
It is pertinent to note that apart from power purchase, the Discom has also to bear the cost
of transferring the power from the generator bus bar to the consumer premises. This
transfer of power also requires a proper network to be in place for quality delivery. The
expenditure other than power purchase cost includes Transmission Cost, O&M expense,
Interest on loan, Depreciation, Return on Equity, Interest on working capital for meeting
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day today expense, Interest on Security Deposit etc. All the above cost forms a part of
tariff charged from the consumer. Under the MYT Regulations every year the Discom
files Tariff Petition before the Hon’ble Commission for prudence check and approval.
The Commission after due verification and going through the matters put on record
approves the expenses and income in its Tariff Order.
In the tariff filing for FY 2018-19, the Bihar Discoms had filed their petitions based on
recovery of 100% costs from tariffs and Regulatory Surcharge. The Hon'ble Commission
had subsequently in its order dated 21.03.2018 published the tariffs applicable for FY
2018-19. Following this, the Government of Bihar decided to provide revenue subsidy for
giving relief to consumers in their electricity tariffs, and notified the subsidy applicable
for FY 2018-19, with the balance tariff payable by consumers of the State.
Similarly for this year as well, i.e. for FY 2019-20 the tariff has been filed assuming 'Zero
subsidy'. The tariff payable by the consumer (excluding GoB subsidy) for FY 2018-19
has been considered for calculating the revenues from sale of power based on existing
tariffs for FY 2019-20. Revenue at proposed tariff has been calculated to recover almost
100% of Annual Expenses for FY 2019-20.
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Replies to the Public Objections / Suggestions / Recommendation
Ref: BERC-Case No. 47/2018 and letter no. 182 dated 05.02.2019
Sl. No.
1
2
3
4
5
6

Objector Name
Patwari Steels Pvt. Ltd., Patna
Bihar Steel Manufacturers Association, Patna
Bihar Industries Association, Patna
Bihar Chamber of Commerce & Industries, Patna
Shri Ram Saran Singh, Patna
Shri Chandra Shekhar Prasad, Motihari

1. Patwari Steels, Patna (Dtd. 04.02.2019)
Reply to Point 1,4: (Billing Demand in proportion of Use)
In order to ensure smooth operation of DISCOMs and to avoid mismatch in cash flow
particularly energy sales dip considerably during off peak season, it is desirable to meet
the fixed expenses of DISCOMs by revenue which are independent of sales i.e. fixed
charges. Evidently, DISCOMs fixed expenses varies in the range of 45%-55% whereas
revenue through the fixed charge received/billed to consumers constitutes only about
18% of the total revenue. Due to this mismatch in cash flow the DISCOMs are compelled
to pay interest to lenders including power suppliers. Therefore, to avoid such mismatch in
cash flow and also to determine cost reflective tariff, Hon'ble Commission is prayed to
increase fixed charge so as to meet entire fixed expense from revenue through fixed
charges.
Reply to Point 2: (Passing on Benefits of T&D Loss)
The Petitioner would like to submit that NBPDCL and SBPDCL were formed in the FY
2012-13 after the unbundling of Bihar State Electricity Board (BSEB). Discoms are
continuously striving to reduce the Distribution losses since the unbundling of BSEB.
The level of Distribution losses in a state also depends on the consumer mix. It is well
known that losses at HT level are lower than that of LT level due to higher transformation
and line loss. Thus, the Distribution loss of a utility having more HT consumers will be
lower as compared to the utility having more of LT consumers.
Apart from low HT: LT ratio, various schemes have been introduced by the Government
like Har Ghar Bijli to electrify rural households which requires increase in the
Distribution network in rural areas. Agriculture connection metering drive has also been
initiated to reduce loss in rural areas.
It is pertinent to note that apart from power purchase, the Discom has also to bear the cost
of transferring the power from the generator bus bar to the consumer premises. This
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transfer of power also requires a proper network to be in place for quality delivery. The
expenditure other than power purchase cost includes Transmission Cost, O&M expense,
Interest on loan, Depreciation, Return on Equity, Interest on working capital for meeting
day today expense, Interest on Security Deposit etc. All the above cost forms a part of
tariff charged from the consumer. Under the MYT Regulations every year the Discom
files Tariff Petition before the Hon’ble Commission for prudence check and approval.
The Commission after due verification and going through the matters put on record
approves the expenses and income in its Tariff Order. Therefore, the expenses other than
T&D loss are also genuine in nature and should be allowed to be recovered from the
consumers.
Reply to Point 3: (Adoption of kVAh Billing)
The Petitioner would like to submit that the categories for which kVAh billing is
proposed are supposed to have meters compatible for it. Understanding that the kVAh
based tariff has an inbuilt mechanism for incentivizing the consumers who maintain
better power factor.

2. Bihar Steel Manufacturers Association, Patna (Dtd. 03.02.2019)
Reply to Point 1: (Regulatory Audit and Accounting)
The Petitioner would like to submit that the Discoms are companies registered under the
provisions of the Companies Act 1956 and are fully owned subsidiary Companies of
BSPHCL. The Discoms have been given the status of Distribution Licensees as per
Section 14 of the Electricity Act 2003, to fulfil the obligations of the Distribution
Licensee as mandated under the provisions of the Bihar State Electricity Reforms
Transfer Scheme 2012 and the Electricity Act, 2003.The Discoms have been preparing
annual accounts for each year capturing expenses and incomes separately which is also
duly approved by the auditor and CAG.
Reply to Point 2: (Submission of Annual Audited Accounts)
The Petitioner would like to submit that the Annual Audited Accounts for both the
Discoms i.e. NBPDCL, SBPDCL have already been submitted to the Hon’ble
Commission and has also been uploaded in the website of the Discoms for reference.
Reply to Point 3,4: (Filing of ARR for FY 2019-20 and Truing Up for FY 2017-18)
The Petitioner has filed Tariff Petitions and business plan for the 3rd control period for
FY 2019-20 to FY 2021-22 along with True-up Petitions for FY 2017-18 (based on
Annual Audited Accounts) and APR Petitions for FY 2018-19 as per applicable BERC
MYT Regulations.
Reply to Point 5: (Rebate to Consumers)
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It is clarified that the revenue from sale of power for SBPDCL has been claimed to be Rs.
5,717.51 Crore for FY 2017-18 is not inclusive of the rebate of Rs. 36.45 Crore for timely
payment of bills. The rebate to consumers has been claimed separately under the head of
other finance charges in the Tariff Petition. Therefore, there is no question of double
accounting. Note 25 of the Annual Audited Accounts for FY 2017-18 of SBPDCL may
be referred for details.
Reply to Point 6: (Interest on Loan)
The Petitioner has claimed interest on normative debt in the True – up petition for FY
2017-18 as per BERC MYT regulations 2015. This is calculated on 70% of the asset
addition during FY 2017-18 reduced by value of assets funded through grants and equity.
For calculation of loan for FY 2017-18 the Petitioner has used the weighted average rate
of actual loan portfolio for FY 2017-18. Further, the Petitioner has also provided
supporting documents to establish actual rate of interest paid in response to the
observation of the Commission during the technical validation meeting. The Hon’ble
Commission is requested to consider the same. It is worthwhile to mention that the
figures of any component approved by Hon’ble Commission in the previous Tariff
Orders should not be taken as a reference for validity of the amount claimed, as the actual
scenario changes when the financial accounts are prepared.
Reply to Point 7: (Deposit for RPO & Non-Tariff Income)
The Petitioner has claimed the deposit for RPO as per applicable Regulations and
directions of the Commission, and supporting documents for the same has already been
provided to the Hon’ble Commission. The Petitioner has considered the financing cost on
DPS and adjusted the same against the non-tariff income which is in line with the
methodology considered by the Hon’ble Commission for financing of the outstanding
dues in line with the judgement of the Hon’ble APTEL dated 12.07.2011 in case no. 142
and 147 of 2009.
Reply to Point 8,9,10: (Revenue & Reliance on Audited Accounts)
The Petitioner would like to submit that the True-up for FY 2017-18 is based on the
annual audited financial statements. The main logic behind filing of True up petition is
only that the actual figures vary when compared to the Tariff components approved by
the Hon’ble Commission. Therefore, for assessing the performance of the petitioner those
figures should be compared with actual figures rather than projected figures. Similarly,
while calculating various component of the ARR for FY 2017-18 like depreciation, GFA,
RoE, Interest on Loan, Revenue etc. it has relied on the annual accounts which has been
duly audited by an auditor. Thus, the Hon’ble Commission is requested to consider the
same.
The Petitioner would like to submit that it has captured the figures from the audited
accounts for FY 2017-18 relying on its genuineness under the BERC MYT Regulations,
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2015 as notified by the Hon’ble Commission for filing of True-up Petition for FY 201718 before the Hon’ble Commission.
Reply to Point 11: (Projections for FY 2019-20)
The Petitioner has considered the no. of consumers, load and sales for previous years (up
to FY 2017-18) and 6 months provisional figures available with the Discoms for FY
2018-19 for projections for the 3rd control period as per the BERC MYT Distribution
Tariff Regulations, 2018.
Reply to Point 12, 15: (Cost of Power Purchase and Actual T&D Loss)
The Petitioner would like to submit that the Discoms have already signed long term
PPA’s with certain power generators to meet power demand while rest of the power is
being procured from other sources like short term power purchase , bilateral trading
energy exchange, etc. The power purchase rate (fixed rate as well as energy rate) of
certain generating stations have got revised resulting increase in total power purchase
cost. The Petitioner is incurring cost towards power purchase on scientific basis and
keeps track on feasibility and availability of cheaper sources of power supply.
The Petitioner would like to submit that the difference in the loss target and the actual
loss levels is practically difficult to achieve in the given period, and therefore this shall
add on to the burden of the Discom. The Hon’ble Commission is also requested to see the
growth rates in consumer base of the Discoms and consider the challenging operating
scenario of the Petitioner wherein most consumers being added are in rural and remote
areas further adding to network losses, ongoing measures. Therefore the Hon’ble
Commission is kindly requested to consider the actual loss of the Discoms and adopt the
actual loss for calculation of disallowed power purchase cost.
In FY 2017-18 and FY 2018-19, a large number of rural consumers have been added to
the Discom’s consumer database. Due to this addition in the number of consumers at a
Low Tension level in rural areas, where the length of feeders are generally longer, the
technical losses are expected to go up. Therefore for the Discom as a whole, it would not
be possible to drastically reduce losses in FY 2018-19. However, for the control period it
is envisaged that the Discom will be able to achieve the loss trajectory for FY 2019-20.
It is submitted to the Hon’ble Commission that although the Discoms are
making the best possible efforts to reduce the losses with the introduction of feeder
separation schemes, spot billing etc. and various other IT initiatives, the reduction in
losses would still occur in a phased manner.
Given the fact that the Discoms of Bihar have already entered into an MoU which clearly
lays out a loss reduction target agreed by the Government of Bihar and the Government
of India, this target may be treated as the base for setting the loss reduction trajectory.
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Accordingly, it is prayed to the Hon’ble Commission to adopt the trajectory agreed under
UDAY scheme and approve a Distribution loss of 15% for SBPDCL for FY 2019-20 and
retain the same distribution loss for FY 2020-21 and FY 2021-22.
Reply to Point 13: (O&M Expense)
The Petitioner has proposed O&M expense for FY 2019-20 which is as per actuals and in
line with BERC Regulations. Petitioner has also proposed a cost reflective Tariff.
Further, it is to be noted that since both the Discoms are undergoing massive addition to
its consumer base and is in continuous process of adding transmission and distribution
network to its existing base such expense may be allowed as per projections made in the
Tariff Petition.
Reply to Point 14: (Depreciation & RoE)
The Petitioner would like to submit that it has claimed depreciation in line with the MYT
Regulations, 2015 and 2018. As per the prevailing Regulations, depreciation on the assets
capitalized is used for repayment of the loan amount. Similarly, Return on Equity has
also been claimed as per relevant Regulations. Such expense is legitimate in nature and is
intended for protecting the interests of the stakeholders. Disallowance of such expense
shall be a gross violation of the existing Regulations. Therefore, the argument of the
stakeholder lacks merit and is liable to be rejected.
Reply to Point 16: (Voltage wise cost of supply)
The Petitioner would like to submit that in the Tariff Petition filed before Hon’ble
Commission detailed calculation along with projection has been submitted for due
consideration.

Reply to Point 17: (Abolition of Fixed Charge)
Fixed Charge is generally payable by the consumers based on the contracted capacity.
The fixed costs majorly include the following components: 1) Fixed tariff component of
PPAs payable to generators (irrespective of actual drawl), 2) Network establishment costs
(cost for developing the new infrastructure for enhancing access including the cost to
finance and depreciation), 3) Network R&M, 4) Operations and Maintenance activities,
and 5) RoE. Fixed charge is payable by the Discoms irrespective of the amount of energy
consumption and is also recovered from the consumers in similar fashion.

Reply to Point 18: (Revenue Gap)
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The true-up for FY 2017-18 is filed on the basis of audited accounts of the Petitioner and
as per the applicable Tariff regulations. There is always a variance in the gap/surplus
approved by the Hon’ble Commission and that filed by the Petitioner. Therefore the
Petitioner would submit that the true-up gap as worked out by the Petitioner is as per the
actual expenses incurred by it during a particular period and same may be allowed after
prudence check.
Reply to Point 19 to 23 & 25 to 32: (Proposed modification in Tariff Schedule)
The Petitioner submits that it has proposed tariff rates and applicability for various
categories of consumers after much deliberation and after performing a detailed study on
the load profile, consumer mix, sales mix for the State of Bihar along with applicable
Regulations, socio-economic condition and principle of natural justice. In view of the
same, the Hon’ble Commission is requested to consider the rate schedule as proposed in
the Tariff Petition for FY 2019-20.
Reply to Point 24: (Abolition of kVAh Billing)
The Petitioner would like to submit that the categories for which kVAh billing is
proposed are supposed to have meters compatible for it. Understanding that the kVAh
based tariff has an inbuilt mechanism for incentivizing the consumers who maintain
better power factor.

3. Bihar Industries Association, Patna (Dtd. 03.02.2019)

Reply to Issue No. 1: (T&D Loss)
The Petitioner would like to submit that the difference in the loss target and the actual
loss levels is practically difficult to achieve in the given period, and therefore this shall
add on to the burden of the Discom. The Hon’ble Commission is also requested to see the
growth rates in consumer base of the Discoms and consider the challenging operating
scenario of the Petitioner wherein most consumers being added are in rural and remote
areas further adding to network losses, ongoing measures. Therefore the Hon’ble
Commission is kindly requested to consider the actual loss of the Discoms and adopt the
actual loss for calculation of disallowed power purchase cost.
In FY 2017-18 and FY 2018-19, a large number of rural consumers have been added to
the Discom’s consumer database. Due to this addition in the number of consumers at a
Low Tension level in rural areas, where the length of feeders are generally longer, the
technical losses are expected to go up. Therefore for the Discom as a whole, it would not
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be possible to drastically reduce losses in FY 2018-19. However, for the control period it
is envisaged that the Discom will be able to achieve the loss trajectory for FY 2019-20.
It is submitted to the Hon’ble Commission that although the Discoms are making the best
possible efforts to reduce the losses with the introduction of feeder separation schemes,
spot billing etc. and various other IT initiatives, the reduction in losses would still occur
in a phased manner.
Given the fact that the Discoms of Bihar have already entered into an MoU which clearly
lays out a loss reduction target agreed by the Government of Bihar and the Government
of India, this target may be treated as the base for setting the loss reduction trajectory.
Accordingly, it is prayed to the Hon’ble Commission to adopt the trajectory agreed under
UDAY scheme and approve a Distribution loss of 15% for SBPDCL for FY 2019-20 and
retain the same distribution loss for FY 2020-21 and FY 2021-22.
Reply to Issue No. 2: (Treatment of BRGF Funds and Other Grants)
With regard to consideration of funds received under BRGF from Central Govt. as equity
and not as grant, it is submitted that the matter has already been decided by the Hon'ble
Commission vide its Order dated 08.03.2017 after having being heard the stakeholders.
Reply to Issue No. 3: (Tariff Rates for Assessment of Revenue Income)
The Petitioner would like to submit it has billed the consumers as per the tariff rates
notified by the Hon’ble Commission. The Petitioner has also submitted category wise
details regarding sales, revenue, consumers, load etc. in its Tariff Petition and subsequent
submissions supported by Annual Audited Accounts made before the Hon’ble
Commission. The Commission is requested to consider the same.
Reply to Issue No. 4: (Method of Calculation of Depreciation)
The Petitioner submits that the depreciation has been claimed as per the Regulation 23 of
the BERC MYT Distribution Tariff Regulations, 2015 and 2018 on the basis of asset
capitalized on the straight line method in its Tariff Petition.
Reply to Issue No. 5: (Power Purchase Cost)
The Petitioner has already submitted detail justification and basis of cost of power to be
purchased from each generating station in para 5.11 of the Tariff Petition along with
energy and fixed charge for each plant. The Hon’ble Commission is requested consider
the same.
Reply to Issue No. 6: (Subsidy and OFR by State Govt./ Central Govt.)
The Petitioner has already provided details regarding the subsidy and OFR received from
Govt. in its Tariff petition and subsequent additional submissions. The Hon’ble
Commission is requested to consider the same.
Reply to Issue No. 7: (Transmission Charges of BGCL and BSPTCL)
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The Petitioner would like to submit that at the time of preparation of Tariff Petition the
Petitioner had no clear bifurcation of the capacity to be handled by BSPTCL and BGCL.
In absence of such information it was difficult to project the transmission charges for
each utility, so the Petitioner considered the average monthly charge paid to BGCL as
basis of projection. However, both the transmission utilities have filed Tariff Petition
before the Hon’ble Commission for FY 2019-20. The Hon’ble Commission is requested
to consider the same Tariff Order for the ensuing year.
Reply to Issue No. 8: (Interest on Loan for FY 2019-20)
The Petitioner submits that the depreciation and interest on loan has been claimed as per
the Regulation 23 & 25 of the BERC MYT Distribution Tariff Regulations, 2015 and
2018 on the basis of asset capitalized in the Tariff Petition.
Reply to Issue No. 9: (Non-tariff Income)
The Petitioner would like to submit that it has projected the Non-Tariff income taking the
actual figures in True-up for FY 2017-18 and then escalating the same by 10% in line
with the approach adopted by the Hon’ble Commission in its previous Tariff Orders.

Reply to Issue No. 10: (Increase in Tariff for FY 2019-20)
The Discom would like to submit that Power purchase is a part of its annual expenditure.
It is pertinent to note that apart from power purchase, the Discom has also to bear the cost
of transferring the power from the generator bus bar to the consumer premises. This
transfer of power also requires a proper network to be in place for quality delivery. The
expenditure other than power purchase cost includes Transmission Cost, O&M expense,
Interest on loan, Depreciation, Return on Equity, Interest on working capital for meeting
day today expense, Interest on Security Deposit etc. All the above cost forms a part of
tariff charged from the consumer. Under the MYT Regulations every year the Discom
files Tariff Petition before the Hon’ble Commission for prudence check and approval.
The Commission after due verification and going through the matters put on record
approves the expenses and income in its Tariff Order.
In the tariff filing for FY 2018-19, the Bihar Discoms had filed their petitions based on
recovery of 100% costs from tariffs and Regulatory Surcharge. The Hon'ble Commission
had subsequently in its order dated 21.03.2018 published the tariffs applicable for FY
2018-19. Following this the Government of Bihar, decided to provide revenue subsidy for
giving relief to consumers in their electricity tariffs, and notified the subsidy applicable
for FY 2018-19, with the balance tariff payable by consumers of the State.
Similarly for this year as well, i.e. for FY 2019-20 the tariff has been filed assuming 'Zero
subsidy'. The tariff payable by the consumer (excluding GoB subsidy) for FY 2018-19
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has been considered for calculating the revenues from sale of power based on existing
tariffs for FY 2019-20. Revenue at proposed tariff has been calculated to recover almost
100% of ARR for FY 2019-20.
Reply to Issue No. 11, 12: (Independent Scrutiny of financial and Technical data , Audit
of Annual Accounts by AG, Bihar)
The Petitioner would like to submit that the Discoms are companies registered under the
provisions of the Companies Act 1956 and are fully owned subsidiary Companies of
BSPHCL. The Discoms have been given the status of Distribution Licensees as per
Section 14 of the Electricity Act 2003, in order to fulfil the obligations of the Distribution
Licensee as mandated under the provisions of the Bihar State Electricity Reforms
Transfer Scheme 2012 and the Electricity Act, 2003.The Discoms have been preparing
annual accounts for each year capturing expenses and incomes separately which is also
duly approved by the auditor and CAG. This year also the Discoms have already
submitted the Annual Audited Accounts to the Hon’ble Commission and same has also
been uploaded in the website of the Discoms for reference.

4. Bihar Chamber of Commerce & Industries (Date: 04.02.2019)
Reply:
The Petitioner would like to submit that the objection / recommendations / suggestions /
views of the stakeholder has been broadly captured in our reply to “Bihar Industries
Association”. Further, the Petitioner has made detailed submission on each of the
component of ARR in its Tariff Petitions and subsequent additional submissions.
Therefore, same is not repeated here for the sake of brevity.

5. Nav Chetna Manch (Date: 04.02.2019)
Reply to Point 1: (Increase in no. of Employees in proportion to the no. of consumers)
The Petitioner understands that more no. of employees are required to be inducted in the
company to address the issues of growing no. of consumers. The Discoms are taking
aggressive steps in this regard.
Reply to Point 2: (Tariff Revision once in 3 Years)
The Petitioner submits that the ARR is not constant for any two or three consecutive
years. Therefore, in order to address the change in Revenue Requirement, tariff should
also be determined at least once in a year. The Section 62(4) of the EA, 2003 also
provides that no tariff or part of tariff may ordinarily be amended once in any financial
year. Non-recovery of sufficient revenue from the consumers for any year when loaded in
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subsequent year along with carrying cost shall be a huge burden to the consumers. In
view of the same tariff revision in regular interval as per the revenue requirement of the
ensuing year shall be in interest of both the consumers and the Discoms.
Reply to Point 3: (Tariff Hike)
The Discom would like to submit that Power purchase is a part of its annual expenditure.
It is pertinent to note that apart from power purchase, the Discom has also to bear the cost
of transferring the power from the generator bus bar to the consumer premises. This
transfer of power also requires a proper network to be in place for quality delivery. The
expenditure other than power purchase cost includes Transmission Cost, O&M expense,
Interest on loan, Depreciation, Return on Equity, Interest on working capital for meeting
day today expense, Interest on Security Deposit etc. All the above cost forms a part of
tariff charged from the consumer. Under the MYT Regulations every year the Discom
files Tariff Petition before the Hon’ble Commission for prudence check and approval.
The Commission after due verification and going through the matters put on record
approves the expenses and income in its Tariff Order.
In the tariff filing for FY 2018-19, the Bihar Discoms had filed their petitions based on
recovery of 100% costs from tariffs and Regulatory Surcharge. The Hon'ble Commission
had subsequently in its order dated 21.03.2018 published the tariffs applicable for FY
2018-19. Following this the Government of Bihar, decided to provide revenue subsidy for
giving relief to consumers in their electricity tariffs, and notified the subsidy applicable
for FY 2018-19, with the balance tariff payable by consumers of the State.
Similarly for this year as well, i.e. for FY 2019-20 the tariff has been filed assuming 'Zero
subsidy'. The tariff payable by the consumer (excluding GoB subsidy) for FY 2018-19
has been considered for calculating the revenues from sale of power based on existing
tariffs for FY 2019-20. Revenue at proposed tariff has been calculated to recover almost
100% of ARR for FY 2019-20.
Reply to Point 4, 5,6: (Proposed modification in Tariff Schedule)
The Petitioner submits that it has proposed tariff rates and applicability for various
categories of consumers after much deliberation and after performing a detailed study on
the load profile, consumer mix, sales mix for the State of Bihar along with applicable
Regulations, socio-economic condition and principle of natural justice. In view of the
same, the Hon’ble Commission is requested to consider the rate schedule as proposed in
the Tariff Petition for FY 2019-20.
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6. Shri Chandrashekhar Prasad, Motihari (Dtd. 23.01.2019)

The Discoms have noted the suggestions provided by Shri Prasad. The Petitioner is in
continuous endeavor for improving the metering, billing and collection activities and has
also been successful in reducing the AT&C loss over the previous years. The Petitioner
also agrees to take necessary action as per the suggestion of the objector wherever viable.
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